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I'M HAVING MORE FUN NOW
THAN I DID IN MY 20S AS AN

ACTOR: LARA DUTTA

TOO BUSY, SO UNAWARE OF RAJ
KUNDRA’S PORN BUSINESS:

SHILPA SHETTY

LARA, WHO IS MARRIED TO TENNIS PLAYER
MAHESH BHUPATHI, IS THANKFUL THAT THE
INDUSTRY GAVE HER THE OPPORTUNITY TO
PAUSE WHEN SHE NEEDED TO WHEN SHE HAD
HER DAUGHTER.

'QUEEN' DEEPIKA CRASHES
RANVEER SINGH'S CHAT

WITH FANS

BOLLYWOOD ACTRESS SHILPA SHETTY HAS
INFORMED THAT MUMBAI POLICE THAT SHE
REMAINED TOO TIED UP IN HER WORK TO KNOW
THE PORN APPS OR OTHER ACTIVITIES OF HER
HUSBAND RAJ KUNDRA.

AS RANVEER SINGH CONDUCTED A
CHAT SESSION WITH HIS FANS ON

INSTAGRAM, HE GOT A QUERY FROM
HIS WIFE DEEPIKA PADUKONE: “WHEN

ARE YOU COMING HOME?

TAAPSEE PANNU ON WHY SHE DOESN’T
RESPOND TO TROLLS, SAYS ‘THEY HAVE

NOTHING SUBSTANTIAL TO OFFER’

RANVEER SINGH'S WASHBOARD ABS
IN LATEST PHOTOS WILL MAKE YOU

GO WEAK IN THE KNEES

PUNJAB KINGS PLAYING XI: RASHID, ELLIS
GIVE MORE MEAT TO PUNJAB’S BOWLING

RAJ KUNDRA WALKS OUT OF JAIL A DAY AFTER
GETTING BAIL IN PORNOGRAPHY CASE

Businessman and actor Shilpa Shetty's husband Raj Kundra walked out
from the jail on Tuesday morning, a day after he was granted bail by a
Mumbai Cour t in a pornography case. The Mumbai court granted him
bail on a surety of Rs 50,000. The cour t has also granted bail to
Kundra's associate Ryan Thorpe. He will also have to furnish a
surety of Rs 50,000. Earlier, the Proper ty Cell of Mumbai Crime
Branch submitted a 1500-page supplementary charge sheet before

Esplanade Cour t in connection with the pornography case against
businessman Kundra. As per information shared by Mumbai police
on Thursday, the 1500-page charge sheet contains the statements
of 43 witnesses including Shilpa. The statements of actors Sherlyn Chopra,
Sejal Shah, many models and employees of Kundra`s company have
been recorded in the charge sheet. The charge sheet also includes the
names of two other accused.

Taapsee Pannu, who was once known for giving savage answers
to trolls, said she no longer engages in direct online combat. She
went on to say that some people refer to her as jobless, despite
the fact that her date calendar is booked for the next two years, but
she is far too confident to respond.
In an interview with The News Minute, Taapsee said that she does
not really respond to trolls anymore. “I ignore most trolls because
most are bots or unleashed in a coordinated campaign. They have
nothing substantial to offer, and get triggered when you are
successful. It gets amusing to watch. They call me jobless when
I don’t have time to take up a film till 2023. But, I’m way too secure
to react to that,” she said.
On Sunday (September 19), Taapsee took to the photo-sharing
app to share a picture in which she is seen standing in a field with
her well-toned back muscles visible. The actress will soon be
seen in the umping movie ‘Rashmi Rocket’ which revolves around
the life of an athlete from Gujarat.

Ranveer Singh is without a doubt a heartthrob. The actor keeps his viewers
enthralled at all times, from making admirers go crazy over his performance
to flashing his good looks. Ranveer recently shared a photo of himself on
Instagram, showing his washboard abs. He posted another photo in which
he can be seen posing under a shower. Recently, Deepika Padukone and
other business friends, including Arjun Kapoor and rapper Divine, crashed
his ‘Ask Me Anything' session on Instagram. When a follower asked Ranveer
to describe Deepika in one word during an Instagram Q&A session, his
response melted everyone's hearts. "Queen," Ranveer responded in
response to the fan's question.  Rapper Divine also asked Ranveer a
question that several of his fans must be dying to know. “Clb or Donda?” he
asked referring to Drake’s recent album ‘Certified Lover Boy’ and Kanye
West’s much awaited album ‘Donda’. Both albums dropped a few days
ago wishing a span of two release from each other’s release.

EARLIER, THE PROPERTY CELL OF MUMBAI CRIME BRANCH SUBMITTED A 1500-PAGE SUPPLEMENTARY CHARGE SHEET AGAINST RAJ
KUNDRA IN THE PORN CASE.

VIRAT’S DECISION TO QUIT CAPTAINCY DIDN’T IMPACT
RCB’S PERFORMANCE AGAINST KKR: HESSON

RCB WERE HANDED A NINE-WICKET LOSS BY KKR, A DAY AFTER SKIPPER KOHLI ANNOUNCED HE WILL STEP DOWN AS CAPTAIN OF THE
IPL TEAM AT THE END OF THE ONGOING SEASON. I DETAILS ON PAGE 18

Punjab Kings have Adil Rashid and Nathan Ellis to call on to reinforce
their iffy bowling attack as they begin their second phase of the IPL
2021 season with their match against Rajasthan Royals on Tuesday.
Barring pace spearhead Mohammed Shami, the seventh-placed
Punjab often lost their matches earlier this year because of their
bowlers’ profligacy. Australia’s Ellis, who became the first cricketer
to take a hat-trick on his debut in a T20I recently, can be expected to
partner Shami, while Rashid provides a second wrist spin option to
Punjab other than Ravi Bishnoi. The other problem that Punjab had in
the first half of the season was in the top-heavy nature of their batting
line-up. Captain KL Rahul, Mayank Agarwal and Chris Gayle were
among the runs, but contributions from the middle and lower order
were few. South Africa’s Aiden Markram, their third new addition, can
also be called upon to reinforce this side of their team combination.
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TOO BUSY, SO UNAWARE OF RAJ KUNDRA’S

PORN BUSINESS: SHILPA SHETTY
MUMBAI, (IANS) Bollywood actress Shilpa Shetty has in-
formed that Mumbai Police that she remained too tied up in
her work to know the porn apps or other activities of her
husband Raj Kundra – who is under custody in the pornog-
raphy racket case.
Shilpa fur ther stated that Kundra had launched Viaan Indus-
tries Ltd around April 2015 and she was on the board till
July 2020 when she quit owing to personal reasons, as
stated in the charge sheet filed by the police on Wednesday
against Kundra and his associate Ryan Thorpe.
According to the police probe, Kundra allegedly used his
company’s Mumbai offices to manage the daily operations
of the sleaze content racket and upload it through the
HotShots and Bollyfame apps for paid viewers. The nearly
1,500-page charge sheet also contains details of the investigations and the evidence collected against the
11 accused arrested till date, plus two others wanted accused in the same case, Kundra’s brother-in-law
Sandeep Bakshi and Yash Thakur – to show how the entire paid sleaze content racket was being run.
The police during its raid on Kundra’s homes on July 23 and the Viaan offices in Andheri on July 24,
had seized incriminating documents, laptops, por table hard-disks, and also recovered a laptop
from Thorpe. All the electronic devices were subjected to various forensic tests to gather fur ther
evidence per taining to the sensational case. Besides Shilpa, the police have recorded the state-
ments, including some before a magistrate, of at least 42 other witnesses, including models, films or
television actresses, against Kundra and Thorpe. The smut racket was exposed after the Malad police
raided a bungalow in Madh Island in February, the subsequent nabbing of 9 accused, and finally the arrest
of Kundra and Thorpe on July 19, shocking the enter tainment industry.

ZEE5 Global premieres blockbuster Punjabi movie Puaada; ups
focus on Punjabi content with further releases in the pipeline

ZEE5 Global, the world’s largest streaming platform for South Asian content, has premiered the hit Punjabi rom-
com film Puaada on 17th September.
Starring popular Jodi Ammy Virk and Sonam Bajwa in the lead for the fourth time, Puaada has been produced
by ZEE Studios and directed by Rupinder Singh Chahal. The movie narrates the love story of Jaggi, a Punjabi
village boy who runs a dairy farm and Raunak, the daughter of an air force officer. Hailing from two completely
different backgrounds, the couple faces a number of issues on their journey towards love as they decide to
confess it to their respective families. Despite the families’ differences, they agree to meet, and an unexpected
twist puts them into chaos! Puaada is a complete family enter tainer where Jaggi and Raunak have to rise above
all odds and save their relationship. The crazy desi love story promises to be a fun-filled ride.
Archana Anand, Chief Business Officer, ZEE5 Global, said, “Punjabis make up a significant part of the South
Asian diaspora in U.S., Canada, Australia and other countries and have strong ties to their community and
language. We are ramping up our portfolio of Punjabi content for these audiences by adding a variety of movies
and shows, star ting with the digital premiere of Puaada. A blockbuster hit across markets, Puaada is sure to
delight audiences who can now enjoy the movie on any device of their choice.”
In addition to Puaada, ZEE5 Global is upping the ante on Punjabi content for its audiences, with a slew of titles
such as Punjabiyan Di Dadagiri with Harbhajan Singh as the show host, Haseeyan Da Halla 2 with Jaswinder
Bhalla, Geet Dholi, Tedha Medha Saada Vedha, and Chhoti Jathani coming up from the ZEE Punjabi channel. The
platform will also add Punjabi movies and shows, in addition to movies such as Saab Bahadar, Super Singh,
Band Vaaje, Kala Shah Kala, Channa Mereya and many more. The platform will add new Punjabi content every
quar ter. The upcoming lineup also includes the Binnu Dhillon &amp; Jaswinder Bhalla starrer Jinne Jamme
Saare Nikkame.
Puaada has premiered on ZEE5 Global on 17th September. Users can download the ZEE5 app from Google Play
Store / iOS App Store, on Roku devices, Samsung Smar t TVs, Apple TVs, Android TVs, and Amazon Fire Stick.
ZEE5 is also available on www.ZEE5.com.
About ZEE5 Global
ZEE5 is the digital enter tainment destination launched by Zee Enter tainment Enterprises Limited (ZEEL), a
global Media and Entertainment powerhouse. The platform launched across 190+ countries in October 2018
and has content across 18 languages: Hindi, English, Bengali, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Marathi,
Oriya, Bhojpuri, Gujarati, Punjabi, including six international languages Malay, Thai, Bahasa, Urdu, Bangla and
Arabic. ZEE5 is home to 170,000+ hours of On-Demand Content. The platform brings together the best of
Originals, Movies and TV Shows, Music, Cineplays and Health and Lifestyle content all in one single destina-
tion. ZEE5 offers key features like 15 navigational languages, content download option, seamless video play-
back and Voice Search. Users can download the ZEE5 app from Google Play Store / iOS App Store, on Roku
devices, Samsung Smart TVs, Apple TVs, Android TVs, and Amazon Fire Stick. ZEE5 is also available on
www.ZEE5.com. ZEE5 Global Twitter: https://twitter.com/ZEE5Global ZEE5 Global LinkedIn: https://
www.linkedin.com/company/zee5global/
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HOT ON OTT: COMING UP THIS WEEK
(SEP 19 - SEP 25)

NEW DELHI, (IANS) Here's a look at highlight films, shows and
series that are scheduled to drop in the digital space this week.
Kota Factory 2 (series on Netflix, September 24)
Cast: Jitendra Kumar, Ahsaas Channa, Mayur More
Direction: Raghav Subbu
The show is set in Kota, which is an educational hub for IIT,
medical students across the country. The show follows the life
of 16-year-old youngster Vaibhav who moves to Kota from Itarsi.
It beautifully depicts the life and struggles of students in the
city, and their effor ts to get into premium institutes. In the sec-
ond season, Vaibhav's story will continue as he decides to go
to Maheshwari Classes leaving behind his friends and love
interest.
Midnight Mass (series on Netflix, September 24)
Cast: Kate Siegel, Zach Gilford, Hamish Linklater
Creation: Mike Flanagan
The arrival of a charismatic young priest brings glorious
miracles, ominous mysteries and renewed religious fervor to
a dying town desperate to believe.
Birds of Paradise (film on Amazon Prime, September 24)
Cast: Kristine Froseth, Diana Silvers, Jacqueline Bisset
Direction: Sarah Adina Smith
It's an American film based upon the 2019 novel 'Bright Burning
Stars' by A.K. Small.
Promising Young Woman (film on HBO Max, September 24)
Cast: Carey Mulligan, Bo Burnham, Alison Brie, Clancy Brown
Direction: Emerald Fennell
The story revolves around Carey Mulligan as a young woman
haunted by a traumatic past as she navigates balancing for-
giveness and vengeance.

I'M HAVING MORE FUN
NOW THAN I DID IN MY

20S AS AN ACTOR

NEW DELHI, (IANS) Lara Dutta Bhupathi has been in the Hindi film industry for 18
years and she says she is having more fun now than she did in her 20s as an
actor. Talking to IANS about her almost two decade-long journey in Bollywood,
Lara said: "I am very content with what my journey has been like. I have seen all
phases and angles of the industry. I came in from being a Miss Universe to having
an oppor tunity to work in a film like 'Andaaz'.
"Having success from right at the star t and just having the oppor tunity to work
with some of the best names in the industry...it's been incredible to have that kind
of a reper toire." She is grateful to the filmmakers she has got a chance to work
with. "I found my genres that I preferred quite early in my career and comedy
really worked for me." The 43-year-old actress feels she found success in the
comedy genre with films such as 'No Entry', 'BhaagamBhaag' and 'Par tner' among
many others. She says it has "been tremendously fulfilling".
Lara, who is married to tennis player Mahesh Bhupathi, is thankful that the
industry gave her the opportunity to pause when she needed to when she had her
daughter. The actress is also happy about women of all age groups getting meaty
roles in Bollywood. "I love the fact that today I am in my early 40s and you can
come back. There is no stopping women today. The par ts that are written and the
oppor tunities that are available are just incredible and when I look at actors
NeenaGuptaji and all of them are like rocking it in their 50s and early 60s," she
said. Lara is having more fun now in her career than she did 20 years ago. "It
brings me so much excitement that I know at the end of the day things will keep
getting better with every decade that I enter into." "I am having so much fun in my
40s. I am actually having more fun now than I did in my 20s as an actor because
I am doing the kind of roles that I am excited about, I am playing actors that are
closer to my age and I am playing characters that are older than I am," she said.
The 'Bell Bottom' actress feels that the writing is so much better now for the
women in the industry and that it is an exciting time to be an actor in the business.

LARA
DUTTA

BOLLYWOOD
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SHILPA SHETTY PUTS OUT YET ANOTHER
CRYPTIC POST, TALKS ABOUT 'NEW ENDINGS'

MUMBAI, (IANS) Actress Shilpa Shetty Kundra uploaded a page
from a novel on her Instagram story, leaving followers wonder-
ing what it meant. It is the second such post by the actress
after the arrest of her husband Raj Kundra in a porn-related
case. The post, uploded on Saturday on her Stories, had a quote
from author Carl Bard. It read: "Though no one can go back and
make a brand new start, anyone can star t from now and make
a brand new ending."
The page ended with two lines: "I don't have to be defined by
things I've done in the past. I can make the future what I want it
to be". As a supplementary charge sheet was filed against Raj
recently, Shilpa had gone to Vaishno Devi.
Earlier, in August, Shilpa had posted a quote from author Sophia
Loren, which read: "Mistakes are par t of dues one makes for a
full life." Shilpa celebrated Ganesh Chatur thi with her son Viaan
and daughter Samisha a few days back.

'SHERSHAAH' TO BE SCREENED IN
INFLATABLE THEATRE AT HIMALAYAN

FILM FEST

LADAKH, (IANS) The beautiful landscapes of Ladakh are going
to witness the first edition of 'The Himalayan Film Festival
2021' (THFF) from September 24 to September 28 as par t of the
celebrations of 'Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav' for commemorating
75 years of India's Independence.
While 'Shershaah' directed by Vishnuvardhan shall be the open-
ing film, Ladakhi film 'Shepherdess of the Glaciers' directed by
Christiane Mordelet and StenzinDorjai will be the closing film.
'Shershaah' will be screened in the auditorium at the Sindhu
Sanskriti Kendra and in Picturetime's inflatable theatre. It is
being hosted by the Union Territory of Ladakh.
On Ladakh now experiencing the joys of watching films on the
big screen and sharing his thoughts on the upcoming film fes-
t ival  in Ladakh, Sushi l  Chaudhary,  Founder and CEO,
Picturetime asserts: "The theatre we installed last month at the
height of 11,562 ft where we screened 'Bellbottom', witnessed
a mind boggling response and now we are elated to collaborate
with the Administration of UT Ladakh and participate in 'The
Himalayan Film Festival', the highest altitude film festival in
the world." Popular films from the Himalayan states viz Assam,
Sikkim, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Meghalaya, Nagaland,
Uttarakhand, Arunachal Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh and Ladakh
besides Indian panorama selected films will be showcased
during the festival. The festival is being organised in collabora-
tion with the Directorate of Film Festivals under the Union Min-
istry of Information and Broadcasting and will be held at the
Sindhu Sanskriti Kendra at Leh. The administration of Ladakh
has also collaborated with Picturetime (An inflatable cinema theatre
company) to also screen films in one of the Picturetime theatres. There will
also be a competition section for short films and documentaries to recog-
nize talented film-makers in the Himalayan region of India. The Himalayan
Film Festival shall play host to enriching and interactive conversation
sessions by film director, producer, editor, screenwriter, lyri-
cist, Vidhu Vinod Chopra, Anupama Chopra and actress Kir ti
Kulhari. While National Award-winning Indian film producer,
writer, director and editor who works predominantly in Hindi
and Tamil cinema, Priya Krishnaswamy will conduct a ses-
sion on editing, Nila Madhab Panda, Indian film producer and
director will conduct a Masterclass on direction.

'Queen' Deepika crashes Ranveer Singh's chat with fans
MUMBAI, (IANS) Ranveer Singh treated his fans to a chat session.
However, it was hilariously crashed by his actress-wife, Deepika
Padukone, who wanted to know when the livewire star was reaching
home. During the Instagram chat on Saturday night, a slew of other
celebrities too chose to be a par t of the 'Ask me anything' session and
sent in their own comments and questions, including Arjun Kapoor
and Tiger Shroff.
Deepika dropped in a question: "When are you coming home?"
To which, Ranveer replied: "Khana garam kar lo baby, main abhi buss
ponch hi rahahoon (Warm up the food, baby, I am just about to reach)
adding a kiss emoji."
A social media user asked the 'Gully Boy' actor: "One word for ur
wifey."
He said: "Queen".
Ranveer and Deepika keep sharing loved-up comments on social
media for each other. Last week, Deepika shared a picture of Ranveer
sleeping.
"My Morning View! @ranveersingh (click emoji) - Yours Truly,"
Deepika wrote alongside it.
Ranveer's close friend and 'Gunday' co-actor Arjun Kapoor asked
him: "How are you so sexy baba?"
"Aap ki training (All your training) @arjunkapoor," replied Ranveer.
Tiger Shroff called Ranveer a "beaasttt".
Ranveer and Deepika will soon be seen sharing screen space in
filmmaker Kabir Khan's spor ts biography '83', based on India's win at
the World Cup in 1983 under the captaincy of Kapil Dev.

Diya Agarwal, famous for her fights with Shamita Shetty, wins 'Bigg Boss OTT'
MUMBAI, (IANS) Serial reality show star Divya Agarwal was de-
clared the winner of 'Bigg Boss OTT' on Friday, marking a victorious
end to her stay at the 'house' hosted by Karan Johar.
Agarwal's name was announced by Gauahar Khan, actress and 'Bigg
Boss 7' winner, leading Johar to exclaim "Woman power zindabad".
A journalism student who went on to become a choreographer and
actress (seen most recently in the web series 'Ragini MMS: Returns
2'), Agarwal had previously won the reality show 'Ace of Space 1'
after being the runner-up at MTV Splitsvilla 10'.
Agarwal takes home a cheque of Rs 25 lakh, the 'Bigg Boss' trophy
and wins a place, along with the other four finalists, in 'Bigg Boss'
hosted by Salman Khan, opening shortly on the television channel
Colors. Right from the star t of 'Bigg Boss OTT', which ran for six
weeks, Agarwal kept making headlines, whether it was because of
her catfights with Shamita Shetty, who got her fair share of attention
because of the arrest of her brother-in-law, Raj Kundra, for allegedly being the kingpin of the Mumbai porn racket, or her bonding with
actor and model Raqesh Bapat, who got eliminated on the finale night. Shetty was the second runner-up, the first being Nishant Bhat,
a choreographer who has been associated with dance reality shows such as 'Super Dancer 3', 'JhalakDikhlaja' and 'Nach Baliye'.

MUMBAI, (IANS) Singer Mika Singh has made some interest-
ing revelations about his bond with Badshah, the special guest
in 'Zee Comedy Show'.
During a 'Baba ki Darbar' act where Sanket Bhosale enacts
Sanjay Dutt's role as a chat show anchor, the former asked
Mika, who is also a judge in the show, about three things that
make him jealous of Badshah.
To which, Mika jokingly said: "Firstly, I am jealous of the fact
that every song he makes becomes a huge hit. Secondly, he is
6 feet tall, which makes me even more jealous. Lastly, I've
been a par t of the enter tainment industry for the last two de-
cades, and I was running at a speed of 100 km/hr. Badshah, on
the other hand, ran at 200 km/hr and overtook me. I've worked
so hard, came from Punjab till here and he came one day and
took over. That's why I am very jealous of Badshah."
Reacting to Mika, Badshah said: "This is not true, Mika Paaji is
the king. However, having said that, as a kid, I wanted to be the
first person to buy a Hummer, but Mika ji bought it first. Also, I
wanted to sing a song like 'Something', but he has sung it.
That's what makes me jealous of Mika Singh."
While Mika and Badshah's candid revelations and musical
performances will grab the attention, one cannot miss the comic
acts by all the artistes. 'Zee Comedy Show' airs on Zee TV.

THREE REASONS WHY MIKA IS
'JEALOUS' OF BADSHAH

Actor Richa Chadha says the shooting schedule of her comedy Fukrey
3 was pushed ahead as the movie involved the filming of large crowd
sequences. Directed by Mrigdeep Singh Lamba, the Delhi-set film
was gearing to go on floors in April but was put on hold due to the
lockdown in Maharashtra in view of the alarming rise in the COVID-19
cases. Fukrey 3 is backed by Ritesh Sidhwani and Farhan Akhtar’s
Excel Enter tainment. Chadha, who plays local gangster Bholi Punjaban
in the franchise, said the crew is likely to reteam to shoot the film by
the end of the year or early 2022. “Fukrey 3 was supposed to star t on
April 10 but then the lockdown happened a few days before. So now it
has been delayed by a few months, because it has large crowd scenes
to shoot. But it will happen. The film is like my home base.
“With Excel Enter tainment I have a cer tain comfor t level, so we can
always work together, whenever, I love that team. By the likes of it,
keeping everyone’s dates and personal commitments in mind, it will
perhaps happen at the end of this year or early next year,” said Chadha,
who also stars in Excel’s web series for Amazon Prime Video Inside
Edge. The film series follows four friends — played by Ali Fazal,
Pulkit Samrat, Sharma and Manjot Singh — who come together to
make easy money. Earlier this year, Chadha, along with her actor
fiance Fazal, announced their first project as producers Girls Will Be
Girls. The coming-of-age story will be produced through their newly-
launched banner Pushing Buttons Studios. Debutante filmmaker Shuchi
Talati will direct the movie from her own script.

FUKREY 3 SHOOT DELAYED BY FEW
MONTHS, CONFIRMS RICHA CHADHA



VIRAT KOHLI BRUTALLY TROLLED AFTER
GETTING OUT CHEAPLY AGAINST KKR

CHENNAI SUPER KINGS BEAT MUMBAI
INDIANS, MOVE TO TOP OF THE TABLE

Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB) skipper Virat Kohli was playing
his 200th match in the Indian Premier League (IPL) but the star player
had a forgettable day both as a captain of his side and as a batsman.
Kohli won the toss and that was the only thing that went in his favour
on the night as after choosing to bat first, it was all Kolkata Knight
Riders on Monday, September 20 in Match No 31.
Kohli hit his trademark cover drive in the second over of the innings
against Prasidh Krishna, but on the next ball, the RCB skipper was

trapped in front by the pacer on an incoming delivery and he was out
LBW af ter scoring just five runs. However, it was not just Kohli, the
suit, unfor tunately for the RCB, followed for the whole line-up as RCB
were bowled out for just 92 runs which KKR chased down in just 10
overs and won the game comfor tably by nine wickets.
Kohli, who announced on the eve of the matches that this will be his
last season as the captain of the RCB, was brutally trolled by the fans
after getting out cheaply.

Chennai Super Kings (CSK) successfully avenged their loss in
the first half of the 2021 edition of the Indian Premier League
(IPL) against the Mumbai Indians as they beat the defending
champions in the reverse fixture by 20 runs and moved to the
top of the table leapfrogging the Delhi Capitals.
CSK were down and out at 24/4, effectively five down with
Ambati Rayudu retired hur t inside powerplay, the men in yel-
low needed something special to come back into the game, let
alone win it. Opening batsman Ruturaj Gaikwad and Ravindra
Jadeja helped their side get through the 10-over mark without
losing any more wickets.
Gaikwad got a lucky break as he was dropped by Quinton de
Kock off Rahul Chahar in the 9th over of the innings and he
capitalised on the same as he made the Mumbai Indians pay
for the same.  Jadeja with a scratchy knock of 26 runs off 31
balls had done his job helping CSK rebuild but the moment he
wanted to go after the bowling, he was dismissed by Jasprit
Bumrah, who was playing his 100th IPL game.
However, this proved to be a game-changer as Dwayne Bravo
coming in at No 7 played a fabulous cameo of 23 runs off just
eight balls while Gaikwad continued to smash the bowling as
CSK ended up with a score of 156 runs, which looked impos-
sible in the first six overs. Gaikwad remained unbeaten on 88
runs off just 58 balls hitting nine sixes and four fours.

'SAANS TOH LENE DE BE': NETIZENS
REACT AS RCB LOSE REGULAR

WICKETS, COLLAPSE TO 92 ALL-OUT
Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB) didn't have a great evening
after skipper Virat Kohli decided to bat first against Kolkata
Knight Riders (KKR) in their first game of the second half of IPL
2021 as they kept losing wickets at regular intervals and even-
tually folded for just 92 runs in Match No 31 in Abu Dhabi.
Prasidh Krishna sent back Virat Kohli early, in just the second
over of the innings on a good length delivery that nipped back
in just a little and rapped him LBW. Debutant KS Bharat and
Devdutt Padikkal then rebuilt the innings slowly and gradually
and almost got them through the powerplay without any more
wickets but Lockie Ferguson got Padikkal to edge it straight
into the hands of wicket-keeper Dinesh Kar thik.
After the powerplay, it was all KKR owing to Andre Russell and
Varun Chakravar thy. Russell sent back Bharat, who played a scratchy
knock of 16 runs off 19 balls and clean bowled AB De Villiers with a
fabulous yorker for a duck in the same over and RCB were now 52/4.
Chakravarthy took over the baton from Russell as he sent back Maxwell
and debutant Wanindu Hasaranga on consecutive deliveries and RCB's
innings was going nowhere. A few lucky boundaries from
Harshal Patel's bat helped his side cross the 80-run mark as
the Virat Kohli-led side eventually bundled for 92 with Russell
and Chakravarthy taking three wickets apiece.

IPL 2021 BROADCAST BANNED IN
AFGHANISTAN DUE TO THIS REASON

The second leg of the Indian Premier League (IPL) in the UAE
has begun and the Mumbai Indians (MI) side lost to Chennai
Super Kings (CSK) in the first game of phase 2. Will fans en-
joyed the awesome encounter between the two most success-
ful teams in IPL history, the news from Afghanistan got some
people's moods sour. Apparently, the UAE leg of the IPL 2021
will not be telecasted in Afghanistan and the reason for the
same is shocking. It has been repor ted that the IPL could pos-
sibly have 'anti-Islam contents' that could be aired during the
programming.  Afghanistan, the country now under the Taliban,
has banned most forms of enter tainment — including many
spor ts. The women in the country were completely banned
from playing any sport and former Afghanistan Cricket Board
media manager and journalist, M Ibrahim Momand, sent out a
tweet stating that due to possible anti-Islam content, girls danc-
ing and the attendance of barred hair women in the Islamic
Emirates of the Taliban, IPL broadcast is banned in the country.

Former Indian opener Virender Sehwag, who has played alongside
and under Mahendra Singh Dhoni for a long period of time for the
country, expressed his happiness seeing the former Indian captain
accept the role of the mentor for Team India during the upcoming ICC
Men's T20 World Cup.
BCCI secretary announced that MS Dhoni will be the mentor for Team
India only during the T20 World Cup after discussion with captain
Virat Kohli and coach Ravi Shastri during the press conference for
announcement of squad for the marquee event.
Talking to the news agency PTI, Sehwag said, "I am very happy that
MS accepted the offer to be the Team Mentor for the T20 World Cup. I
know many people want that MS should again comeback into the
mainstream of Indian cricket and being roped in as the mentor is the
best thing that could have happened."
Sehwag elaborated on the same saying that Dhoni is a bowlers' captain
and the bowlers, especially the youngster can pick his brains while
saying that having played with him for almost a decade he is the most
approachable person in the dressing room.
"As a keeper, MS was exceptional with his understanding of field
placements and this is something that will help the bowling unit in
this World Cup. The bowlers can pick his brains and get useful tips on

'IT'S THE BEST THING THAT COULD HAPPEN': VIRENDER SEHWAG
ON MS DHONI AS TEAM INDIA'S MENTOR FOR T20 WORLD CUP

planning against a batsman. "There are always players in any
international side, who are shy and do hesitate to go up to their skipper
and strike up a cricketing conversation. MS has always been that
kind of a person who is easily approachable and also a per fect
troubleshooter for youngsters," Sehwag fur ther said.

DC to look to build on happy memories from IPL 2020: Axar Patel
Delhi Capitals all-rounder Axar Patel says the team will look to
build on its “happy memories” from the previous season, when it
reached its maiden final, and go a step fur ther in the second leg of
IPL-14. The IPL, which was suspended midway into the 14th sea-
son of the league in May owing to multiple COVID-19 cases in its
bio-bubble, resumes in the UAE on Sunday. The Capitals, who are
currently perched on top of the points table, had reached their
maiden final last season when the tournament was held entirely in
the UAE. The Shreyas Iyer-led side had lost to Mumbai Indians in the
summit clash. “When it was announced that the second half of the tournament
will be held in the UAE, I thought about our performance the last time we were
here,” Axar was quoted as saying in a media release. “We have happy memo-
ries from that tournament as we reached our first-ever IPL final. We are look-
ing to repeat our per formance and hopefully, just go one step fur ther in the final this season,” said the all-rounder, who had picked up nine
wickets in 15 matches last season. Axar, who was par t of the Indian squad for the recently-concluded Test series in England, spoke about
the massive difference in weather conditions between UK and UAE. “It’s been a drastic change for us as far as the weather is concerned.
It was quite cold in England and now we are getting used to the heat here. “When we stood on our balconies during quarantine, we got an
idea about the heat, but we got to know the full extent of the weather conditions when we started practising in the nets. “We are looking to get used
to the conditions in the next 2-3 days,” he said. When asked about his personal goals for the remainder of the IPL season, Axar said, “My personal goals are always
aligned with the team goals. “I always think about what the team needs and then set my personal goals accordingly. I always car ry out my
preparations according to the team’s requirements. And personally, I just look to get better with every match in every season.”
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VIRAT KOHLI TO QUIT AS T20I CAPTAIN
AFTER T20 WORLD CUP

September 19: CSK vs MI (Dubai, 10:00 am
September 20:  KKR vs RCB (Abu Dhabi, 10:00 am)
September 21: PBKS vs RR (Dubai, 10:00 am)
September 22: DC vs SRH  (Dubai, 10:00 am)
September 23: MI vs KKR (Abu Dhabi, 10:00 am)
September 24: RCB vs CSK (Sharjah, 10:00 am)
September 25: DC vs RR (Abu Dhabi, 6:00 am)
September 25: SRH vs PBKS (Sharjah, 10:00 am)
September 26: CSK vs KKR (Abu Dhabi, 6:00 am);
September 26: RCB vs MI (Dubai, 10:00 am)
September 27: SRH vs RR (Dubai, 10:00 am)
September 28: KKR vs DC (Sharjah, 6:00 am);
September 28: MI vs PBKS (Abu Dhabi, 10:00 am)
September 29: RR vs RCB (Dubai, 10:00 am)
September 30: SRH vs CSK (Sharjah, 10:00 am)
October 1 : KKR vs PBKS (Dubai, 10:00 am)
October 2: MI vs DC (Sharjah, 6:00 am)
October 2: RR vs CSK (Abu Dhabi, 10:00 am)
October 3: RCB vs PBKS (Sharjah, 6:00 am)
October 3: KKR vs SRH (Dubai, 10:00 am)
October 4: DC vs CSK (Dubai, 10:00 am)
October 5: RR vs MI (Sharjah, 10:00 am)
October 6: RCB vs SRH (Abu Dhabi, 10:00 am)
October 7: CSK vs PBKS (Dubai, 6:00 am)
October 7: KKR vs RR (Sharjah, 10:00 am)
October 8: SRH vs MI (Abu Dhabi, 6:00 am)
October 8: RCB vs DC (Dubai, 10:00 am)
October 10: Qualifier 1 (Dubai, 10:00 am)
October 11: Eliminator (Sharjah, 10:00 am)
October 13: Qualifier 2 (Sharjah, 10:00 am)
October 15: Final (Dubai, 10:00 am)

SCHEDULE OF REMAINING IPL MATCHES
T O R O N T O  T I M I N G S

SPORTS

RAWALPINDI, (IANS) New Zealand have called off their white-ball
tour of Pakistan because of security concerns ahead of the first of
three ODIs at Pindi Cricket Ground in Rawalpindi on Friday. New
Zealand were visiting Pakistan for the first time after 18 years for a
white-ball tour featuring three ODIs which were to be followed by five
T20Is in Lahore.
Players and suppor t staff members from both sides did not come out
of the hotel and were asked to stay in their rooms. Spectators were
not allowed to enter the stadium. Af ter a period of uncertainty and
chaos caused by the delay apart from rumours of COVID-19 outbreak
in either camp, a statement from New Zealand Cricket (NZC) was
issued. "However, following an escalation in the New Zealand
Government threat levels for Pakistan, and advice from NZC security
advisors on the ground, it has been decided the BLACKCAPS will not
continue with the tour. Arrangements are now being made for the
team's depar ture," read the NZC statement.
The chief executive of NZC David White said it was simply not possible
to continue with the tour given the advice he was receiving. "I
understand this will be a blow for the PCB (Pakistan Cricket Board),
who have been wonder ful hosts, but player safety is paramount and
we believe this is the only responsible option."
New Zealand Cricket Players Association chief executive Heath Mills
echoed White's sentiments. "We've been across this process
throughout and are fully suppor tive of the decision. The players are in
good hands; they're safe -- and everyone's acting in their best
interests."
NZC also said it will not comment on the details of the security threat
nor the updated arrangements for the departing squad.

New Zealand, led by Tom Latham, had ar rived in Islamabad on
September 11 after losing a five-match T20I series to Bangladesh 3-
2. Since the star t of this century, New Zealand first came to Pakistan
in 2002 under Stephen Fleming. They had to abandon the tour on the
morning of the second Test in Karachi after a bomb exploded outside
their team hotel. The last time New Zealand toured Pakistan was in
2003 for a five-match ODI series, which they lost 5-0.
The PCB issued a statement shor tly after NZC released one, saying
that no security threat of any kind existed for the visitors. "Earlier
today, New Zealand Cricket informed us they had been aler ted to
some security aler t and have unilaterally decided to postpone the
series. "Pakistan Cricket Board and Pakistan Government made
foolproof security arrangements for all visiting teams. We have
assured the New Zealand Cricket of the same. The Pakistan Prime
Minister (Imran Khan) spoke personally to the Prime Minister of New
Zealand (Jacinda Ardern) and informed her that we have one of the
best intelligence systems in the world and that no security threat of
any kind exists for the visiting team." "The security officials with the
New Zealand team have been satisfied with security arrangements
made by the Pakistan Government throughout their stay here. PCB is
willing to continue the scheduled matches. However, cricket lovers
in Pakistan and around the world will be disappointed by this last
minute withdrawal."
The tour had been given a green signal a for tnight ago after the
assessment of security measures by independent security consultant
Reg Dickason, who had come on the 2002 and 2003 tours as well.
New Zealand had trained in Rawalpindi and were set to play the first
ODI on Friday before calling off the tour.

NEW ZEALAND CALL OFF WHITE-BALL TOUR OF
PAKISTAN BECAUSE OF SECURITY CONCERNS

DUBAI, (IANS) Indian cricket team captain Virat Kohli an-
nounced on Thursday that he will be stepping down as the T20I
captain after the completion of the men's T20 World Cup in
Oman and the UAE in October.
Kohli has taken this decision to manage his workload, which
has been quite high In the last 5-6 years as he has led India in
all three formats. Though he has been playing in all three for-
mats for "last 8-9 years", Kohli will continue to do so and said
he will continue to contribute as a batsman in T20s.
Through his official Twitter account, Kohli has thanked every-
one who have suppor ted him in his journey as the captain of
the Indian team in all formats. He also said that he has given
everything to the team as the T20I captain and will continue to
contribute to the team as a batsman in future.
"I have been for tunate enough to not only represent India but
also lead the Indian Cricket Team to my utmost capability. I
thank everyone who has suppor ted me in my journey as the
Captain of the Indian Cricket Team. I couldn't have done it with-
out them - the boys, the suppor t staff, the selection committee,
my coaches and each and every Indian who prayed for us to
win," said Kohli in his statement.
The development comes just three days after BCCI Treasurer
had said to IANS that Kohli will be the captain in all formats,
quashing speculations on wheth'r Kohli's deputy Rohit Sharma
will take over as captain in white-ball cricket. "This is all rub-
bish. Nothing such is happening. This is all what you guys
(media) are talking about. BCCI has not met or discussed any-
thing on this issue (split captaincy). Virat will remain as the
captain (of all formats)." Kohli said that he will continue to
serve as India's Test and ODI captain. "Understanding workload
is a very impor tant thing and considering my immense workload
over the last 8-9 years playing all three formats and captaining regularly for
last 5-6 years, I feel I need to give myself space to be fully ready to lead the
Indian Team in Test and ODI Cricket. I have given everything to the Team
during my time as T20 Captain and I will continue to do so for
the T20 Team as a batsman moving forward."

STEP DOWN AS RCB CAPTAIN AFTER
THE END OF IPL 2021

DUBAI, (IANS) Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB) announced
on Sunday that Virat Kohli will step down as the captain of the
team after the end of IPL 2021 season. The announcement was
made through a video posted by the franchise on social media,
three days after Kohli said that he will be quitting as Indias T20I
captain after the mens T20 World Cup in the UAE next month.
Kohli will continue to be a par t of the RCB squad.
"Hello everyone, to the RCB family, amazing fans of Bangalore
and to everyone who has been a suppor ter for RCB for so long,
I have an announcement to make. I have spoken to the squad
this evening before the second leg of the tournament star ts to
inform everyone that this will be my last leg in the IPL as
captain of RCB," said Kohli.
"Spoke to the management this evening, was on my mind for a
while as I had recently announced stepping down from T20I
captaincy to manage my workload with which has been im-
mense over the last many years. I want to be committed to the
responsibilities that I am fulfilling. I felt I needed this space to
refresh, regroup and be absolutely clear in how I want to move
forward," added Kohli.
Kohli has been with RCB since the inception of IPL in 2008. He
was appointed captain of the team in 2013, but was unable to
win an IPL trophy. Under Kohli, RCB's best show came in 2016
when the team reached the final, losing to Sunrisers Hyderabad
by eight runs. That season, Kohli led from the front with the bat,
scoring 973 runs including four centuries, the most runs by any
player in an edition of the IPL.

VICE PRESIDENT VENKAIAH NAIDU FELICITATES PARALYMPIANS
GURUGRAM, (IANS) Vice-President Venkaiah Naidu and the Haryana
government on Sunday fe l ic i tated Haryana's medal l ists and
par ticipants in Tokyo Paralympics 2020.
Various dignitaries, including Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar and
Spor ts Minister Sandeep Singh, were present on the occasion at an
event held at Nor thcap University in Gurugram.
During the ceremony, gold medallist in shooting Manish Narwal, and
in Javelin SumitAntil were given prize money of Rs 6 crore each.
Similarly, Yogesh Kathuniya, silver medallist in the discus throw, got
Rs 4 crore, SinghrajAdhana silver and bronze medallist in men's
shooting category got Rs 4 crore and Rs 2.5 crore and Archery bronze
medallist Harvinder Singh was given an amount of Rs 2.5 crore.
In addition, Tarun Dhillon, Navdeep Singh (who finished 4th) and Vinod
Kumar, (who missed the bronze medal due to technical reasons),
were given Rs 50 lakh each. Similarly, Rs 15 lakh each was distributed
as an incentive to the par ticipating players -- ArunaTanwar, Deepak
Saini, Rahul Jakhar, Jaideep Deswal, Ranjit Bhati, Rampal, Dharambir
Nain, Amit Kumar Saroha, Tekchand, Arvind Malik and Ekta Bhayan.
The Vice President and the Chief Minister distributed the prize money
of more than Rs 27 crore among 19 medallists and participants of
Haryana in the Tokyo Paralympics.
Praising the Haryana Government for suppor ting and promoting the
sportspersons in the state, the Vice President said that Haryana has
performed phenomenally and the contribution of such a small state in
the medal tally is unbelievable. "Having got an oppor tunity to honour
these talented spor tspersons of Tokyo Paralympics 2020, I feel

honoured," said Naidu. He said that the performance of Team India in
this year's Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics has been excellent. The
country has won the maximum number of 19 medals in various sports,
which include 5 gold medals, 8 silver medals, and 6 bronze medals. A total
of 6 medals have been won by 5 players from Haryana, which includes 2 Gold, 2
Silver and 2 Bronze medals. "Achieving such a historical success in sports is not
very easy. It is the continuous practice, dedication, and hard work a player puts in
during the process which makes them achieve the planned goal," he added.
Congratulating the players for their sterling performance, Chief Minister
Manohar Lal said that for the first time, the state government has
decided to give Rs 50 lakh each to the players who finished four th in
the Olympics and Paralympics.

IPL 2021: GAUTAM GAMBHIR REACTS TO VIRAT KOHLI QUITTING RCB
CAPTAINCY, SAYS HE WAS SURPRISED

It has been a week of announcements from Virat Kohli as after
giving up India's captaincy in T20Is after the upcoming ICC Men's
T20 World Cup 2021, the skipper announced that he will be
stepping down as the captain of Royal Challengers Bangalore
in the IPL af ter the 2021 edition. Kohli said that as par t of
managing his workload and looking at the mega-auction coming
next year and considering the franchise will go through a
transitional phase, it was the right time but mentioned that he
will keep playing for the franchise and will remain an RCB player
till his last IPL game.
However,  former Indian batsman Gautam Gambhir  was
surprised and questioned the timing of the decision and said
that he should have done the announcement af ter the season of the IPL. Asked on the Star Sports show if the timing of the decision
surprised him, Gambhir said, "Yes, it does. Just before the 2nd leg of the tournament. If you want to do that, you probably do it after the
tournament. Because it makes the team unsettled and emotional as well.  "They are in a very good position. Why would you want to put
that extra pressure, probably push your players to probably do it for Virat. You don't want to win it for individuals, you want to win it for
the franchise. If he had to do it, he could have done it after the tournament as well," he added. Kohli, who was given the full-time
captaincy in 2013, has led RCB in 132 games in the IPL and the team has won 60 games under him while losing 65 of them. "Stepping
down and retirement are two decisions which are very individual. No one should force it on anyone. Probably, you have to feel it from
inside. He has taken a brave decision but it's going to be an emotional moment. It's never going to be easy. Probably, the players and the
franchise don't get emotional and continue to play the way they were playing in this season," Gambhir fur ther said.
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